GREAT BRITAIN WILL PAY U. S. $35,000,000.

Complete Settlement of War Claims Effected.

British Share in Cost of Production of English Housing More Than Million Dollars.

WASHINGTON, May 15—A complete settlement of war claims by Great Britain to the United States, following the Japanese precedent, was consummated here today. The agreement provides for an immediate payment to the United States of $35,000,000 as a settlement of all claims resulting from the World War. This is in addition to previous payments totaling $40,000,000. The agreement was signed by Secretary of State Kellogg and Mr. Joseph A. M. Wadsworth, the British minister.

The settlement is regarded as an important precedent for the settlement of war claims by nations which at the outbreak of the war were enemies. It is expected to reduce considerably the claims placed on Great Britain by the United States, and it is likely to provide a basis for similar settlements with other nations.

The agreement was concluded after several weeks of negotiation between the American and British representatives.

COUNCIL OF 4 SETS AUSTRIAN FRONTIER

Strategic Points Awarded to Italy by Allies.

VIIENNA DELEGATES EN ROUTE

Coreans Ask for Liberty From Rule of Japanese.

1910 TREATY IS OPPOSED

Petition Filed at Paris Proposes That Corea Be Recognized as an Independent State.

PARIS, May 15.—The Associated Press in announcing the details of the council of four upon the Austrian frontier, as proposed by the Allies, announced today that the council of four would consist of Italy, France, Great Britain, and Russia. The council would be charged with the task of determining the future status of the former Austrian territories. The proposal is intended to provide a basis for the settlement of the problems created by the war in Europe.

The council would be composed of five members, representing each of the four countries.

BOCHE RAGE GROWS AT ALLIED DEMAND

Storm Over Peace Treaty May Bring Disaster.

Government Crisis is Near

If Pact is Signed Present Rules May Be Buried Out.

MILITARISTS GAIN HOPE

With Increasing Anger of People at Versailles, Army Opens Sweet Opportunity for Making Gain.

By C. V. HALE
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France. The German government's proposals, for the purpose of concluding peace, are not likely to be accepted by the Allied powers. The French government is reported to have rejected the German proposals, and there are indications that other Allied governments may also do so.

The situation is reported to be very serious. The French government is not reported to have been in close contact with the Allied governments, and there are indications that the French government may be preparing to take action to prevent the conclusion of a peace treaty.

GOTHAM PROTESTS PHONES

Serve Seriously Interfere With Business of Others.

NEW YORK, May 16—Thousands of telephones in New York City were interrupted by protest meetings today. The meetings were called by the New York Telephone Company, which announced that it was taking steps to prevent the use of telephones for business purposes. The meetings were held in various parts of the city, and many telephone lines were shut off.

ARMORY BONDS ARE SOLD

Silent Vote to Cooperate With Government

TELEGRAPHERS TO CONFER

Question of Julius Streicher Separated From Case Will Be Decided.
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